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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a nonempty set and L be a linear class of real valued functions 
g: E -+ R having the properties: 
(Ll) 5 gEL=(uf+bg)EL for all a,bER; 
(L2) II EL, that is iff(t)= 1 (te E), thenfE L. 
We also consider isotonic linear functionals A: L + R. That is, we 
suppose 
(Al) A(af+bg)=aA(f)+bA(g) forf, gEL,a, PER; 
(A2) f~ L, f(t) 2 0 on E* A(f) 2 0 (A is isotonic). 
In this paper we shall give an inverse of Jessens’s inequality for convex 
functions [ 1, 21: 
Jessen’s Inequality. Let L satisfy properties Ll, L2 on a nonempty set 
E, and suppose f is a continuous convex function on an interval Zc R. If 
A is any isotonic linear functional with A(I) = 1, then, for all g E L such 
thatfogEL, we have A(g)EZand 
AA(g)) 5 AU-0 g). (1) 
Section 3 gives generalizations of the well-known Aczkl’s, Popoviciu’s, 
and Bellman’s inequalities for isotonic functionals. Section 4 contains some 
general results for convex functions. Using these and a result from [2] we 
obtain a generalization of a result from [9]. Similar results are also given 
in Section 5. 
2. SOME REVERSE INEQUALITIES 
Reverse Jessen’s Inequality. Let E, L, f be defined as in Jessen’s 
inequality, and suppose that p E L with p 20 on E and 0 <A(p) < u 
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(uER), (uu-A(pg))/(u-A(p))~f (uE~), pg~L and P.,/‘. !:EL, where A 
is any isotonic functional. Then 
(2) 
Proof: The following inequality is valid for convex function ,f’ (see, for 
example, [4] ): 
.fyj~pf’y$“’ (q<O, p+q>O,a, h,p~EIj. 
By substitutions 
p = u, 4= -A(P), fl= A(Pq)lA(Ph 
we obtain 
f(-;;;‘>2 uf(a) - A(P)f(A(Pg)lA(P)) 
U-A(P) 
Now, using Jessen’s inequality, i.e., 
< A(P .fo g) 
= A(P) ’ 
we obtain (2). 
A generalization of Jessen’s inequality is given in [S] (and recently in 
[IS]). Using this result we could, similarly, give a generalization of (2), 
which is left to the reader. 
3. ACZBL'S, Po~ovrcru's, AND BELLMAN'S INEQUALITIES 
Aczd’s Inequality for Isotonic Functionals. Let L satisfy conditions 
Ll, L2, and A satisfy conditions Al, A2 on a base set E. If f*, g*,fgE L, 
and if 
d>Ak*)>O (or fi>A(f*)>O), 
where g,, fO are real numbers, then 
(fogo-A(fg))*Z (f~-A(f*))(g~-A(g*)). (3) 
Proof of this result is similar to the proof of the following result: 
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Popoviciu’s Inequality for Isotonic Functionals. Let A and L be as in the 
aboveresult.Ifp>l,p-‘+qP’=l,f,gZOon E,fP,gY,fg~L,andf,,go 
are positive numbers such that 
g;:>AW)>O and .fh’>A(fP)>O, (4) 
then 
(f;-~(fq)“~ (g;:-A(gY))l’YSfogo-A(fg). (5) 
In case p < 1 (p # 0, p - ’ + q- ’ = 1) the inequality (5) is reversed. 
Proof By substitutions 
we obtain from (2) 
(fogo--ACfg))P~(f~-A(fP))(g;:-A(gY))P~’ (6) 
if the first condition in (4) is satisfied. If the second condition is also 
satisfied, then using Holder’s inequality for isotonic functional [ 1 ] we have 
AU-g) <A(fP)l’p Aky)“q<fo go, 
i.e., 
.fogo-A(fg)>O, 
and from (6) we obtain (5). 
Remark. From the special case of (5), i.e., from 
(al;--a$)‘lP (b~-b~)l’YSa,bl -azbz, 
by substitutions 
aI +fo, a2 -, A(fP)‘IP, b, -+ go, b, + A(gy)‘jy, 
and by Holder’s inequality for isotonic functionals, we obtain 
(fbW-“)I”” k;--A(gY))“Y 
~fogo-A(.fP)l'PA(gY)'iY~,fogo-A(.fg) (7) 
for p > 1, and the reverse inequality for p < 1 (p # 0). 
This is a generalization of [7, inequality (25)]. 
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Bellman’.y Inequality,for Isotonic Function&. Let A and L be as in the 
previous results. If p > 1 and if,fi g 2 0 on E with .f‘“, g”, (f’+ R)” E L, and 
fO g, are positive numbers such that 
then 
gP,>A(@?>O and f;>A(f’“)>O (8) 
((,ff, - A(f”))“” + (8; -A(f))““)” 
5 (f” + &d” - au+ gY). (9) 
The inequality (9) is reversed is p < 1 (p # 0). 
Proof We shall give proof only for p > 1. Using (8) and Minkowski’s 
inequality we have 
(fo + gdp > LW’)“” + Akp)“p)P 2 A((f+ g)“). 
Now, we shall use discrete Minkowski’s inequality for n = 2, i.e., 
((al+b,)P+(a2+hz)p)1’p~(a~+a~)1’p+(b~+b~)”p. 
By using the substitutions, 
a? -+fE - AUP), 6’; -+ gg - A( g”), a$ --f A(fp), b< + A( g”) 
and Minkowski’s inequality for isotonic functionals we obtain 
((f~-A(f~))“~+(g~-A(g~))‘iP)~~(fO+g~)P-(A(fp)”p+A(gp)‘~p)p 
2 (fo + go)” - A((f+ g)‘). 
Remark 2. The last inequality is an interpolation of (9), and it is a 
generalization of [ 7, Lemma 41. 
4. REMARK ON GENERAL LINEAR INEQUALITIES 
FOR CONVEX FUNCTIONS WITH SOME APPLICATIONS 
4.1. Let D c R and let S(D) be one of the normed subspaces of the 
space of all real functions defined on D. Further let the set of all continuous 
convex functions on [a, 61 be denoted by K[a, b], and 
e,(t) = 1, cl(t) = t, w(t,c)=lt-cl 
The following result is given in [S] 
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Let us assume that the operator A: C[a, b] -+ S(D) is linear and 
continuous. Then for every function t t--+f(t) the following implication 
fEK[U, b] *AfZO (10) 
is valid if and only if the following three conditions all hold: 
Ae, = 0, (11) 
Ae, = 0, (12) 
Aw(t, c) 2 0 for every c E [a, b]. (13) 
Here, we shall note that the condition (12) is superfluous, since it is 
implied by (11) and (13). A similar remark holds for [8, Theorems 3-53. 
Indeed we have 
Aw(t, a) = Ae, - aAe, = Ae, 2 0 
Aw(t, h) = bAe, - Ae, = -Ae, 2 0 
where we used (11). Of course, it is possible only if (12) is valid, i.e., (11) 
and (13) imply (12). Therefore, we can formulate the above result without 
(12). 
Using this result and [9, Lemma 41 we obtain the following result: 
LEMMA. The inequality 
;g, Piftxz) Lo (14) 
holds for all n-tuples x and p and for every convex function f if and only if 
ig, Pi = 0, (15) 
and for k = 1, . . . . n, 
,gl Pi b--a,1 20. (16) 
4.2 In the further text we shall consider positive functions for which 
A(f) > 0. Also, we shall suppose that there exists an interval I from R, 
where A( f ‘) (r E I) is well defined. 
The following result is proved in [2]. 
The function G(r) = A(f’) is logarithmically convex (and so is convex) 
on I. 
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Therefore, if (15) and (16) are valid, then 
1 =< A(j“‘)“l . A(f“J7)“JJ (X,EI. i= 1, . ..) n). (17) 
This is a generalization of 19, inequality (.5)]. Similar generalizations of 
other results from [9] can be also given. 
4.3. Now, we shall give a similar result. 
First, note that Popoviciu’s inequality for isotonic functionals can be 
stated in the form 
(.fo-A(f‘))‘(g,-A(g))’ ‘sfi& ‘-Am+ ‘13 
where s~(0, l), and where A(f)<fb and A(g)<g,. 
We can consider the function 
(18) 
P(r) = f;, - Au”‘), 
positive on an interval J. We have 
P(k+(l-I.)s)=(J’;;)“(f# ;-A((f’)“(f’,‘)‘-‘) 
2 (f’;, - A(f”)y (f; - A(f”))’ -j, = P(r)” P(s)’ i. 
Hence, this function is logarithmically concave on J. 
As a consequence of our lemma, we have the following result: 
Let x and p be two real n-tuples such that X;E J (i = 1, . . . . n) and (15) 
and (16) are valid. Then 
1 2 fi (,f; - A(f’-“r))Ps. (19) 
i= I 
4.4 The above property of function G(r) is used in the proof of the 
following result. Let [lo] 
g(x)= fi A 
,= I 
(p Iy j”;-- y, 
k=l 
where q1 > 0 (i = 1, . . . . n) with Cz = 1 l/q, = 1, Y E R, and all expressions A( .) 
are well defined. 
If 1x1 5 ly( (xy>O), then 
g(x) 5 g(Y). (20) 
The function g is also logarithmically convex (and so is convex). The 
reverse results are valid if we consider the function 
g(x) = fi (f;’ fj .f ;a” -A (fy’” kfi, .f; 
j= I k=l 
‘))‘;“; 
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i.e., we have reverse inequality in (20) and g is logarithmically concave 
function in an interval, where it is well defined. 
These results are generalizations of Holder’s and Popoviciu’s inequalities, 
5. SOME FURTHER REMARKS ABOUT HOLDER'S INEQUALITY 
5.1. The condition p -- ’ + q ~~’ = 1 for real numbers p, q, in Holder’s 
inequality can be replaced by 
The corresponding results follow from Holder’s inequality itself by substitu- 
tions 
f~f’,g-,g’,p~~lr,q~qlr. 
So, the following result is valid. 
If wf p, wg4, wf’g’ E L, then inequality 
‘4(wf’g’)“‘&4(Wfy?4(wgy, 
holds if either 
(i) P, 4, y > 0; or (ii) p, -4, -r>O; or (iii) 
is valid. If either 
C-22) 
(23) 
P, 4, -r>o, 
(iv) P, 4, r < 0; or (VI -P, 4, r>O; or(vi) p, -q,r>O 
is valid, then the inequality in (23) is reversed. 
Further, if 0 < m 5 f(x)’ g(x)-““” 5 A4 for XE E, then from [ 1, 
Theorem lo] it follows: 
A(wfg’)“‘Z IpI”P 1ql”Y Irl-“’ 
(M- m)l/p (mMPir _ J,fmp/rI I/y 
1 MPl’ _ mP/‘J 11’ 
x A(wf”)“P A(wgY)“Y, (24) 
in cases (i)-(iii). The inequality is reversed in cases (iv)-(vi). 
The above results are generalizations of results from [ll, 123. Similarly, 
[ 1, Theorem 91 gives 
(M-m)A(wfP)+(mMp”-Mmp”)~(~~gY)~((Mp”-mp”)~(ulf’g’) (25) 
in cases (i), (ii), (iv), (v) and the reverse inequality in the cases (iii), (vi). 
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The same substitution can be used in some other generalizations of 
Hiilder’s inequality. For example, one can give similar generalization of 
Beckenbach’s generalization of H6lder’s inequality, i.e., of the generaliza- 
tion given in [ 13, Corollary 31. 
5.2. Now, we shall give further generalizations of two results from 
[2, 3.1 and 3.21. 
Denote by Srrl(g; A) :=A(g’)“r (Y#O). If A(I)= 1 we have the poten- 
tial mean for isotonic functionals defined in [ 1, 21. 
Liapunov’s inequality for isotonic functionals [2, 3.11 becomes 
sc”l(g; A) 5 sc’l(g; A)“/.mr \)/(T /I) SI’I(R; ~)Ul’)Km [)/Cl r)) 
(0 < t < s < r). (26) 
Hence, by the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality 
or for S[‘l(g; A) 2 S’“‘(g; A) 
W(g;A)-S”‘(g;A)<s(r-t) 
Sc’l(g;A)-SC”l(g;A)=t(r-s) 
(0 < t <s < r), 
and reverse inequality for S [‘I( g; A ) 5 S [‘I( g; A ). 
As in [2, 3.21 we can prove that the function ,f(s)=SC1’“‘(g; A) is 
logarithmically convex (hence convex) for s > 0. 
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